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assumes gain, which is almost unknown. <£j
theory that a g was inserted in rein at least requires
that some date should be given to it, that we may
be told when it took place. Meanwhile, without
undertaking any more, I will point out that the
spelling of Reginald is Ragenald (shorter form
R(egnold) in the A.-S. Chronicle, anno 944 ; and
Ragnald in the same, anno 924 (MS. C. C. C. 173).
The spelling Raynald is perfectly regular, since
A.-S. Ragnald becomes Raynald, exactly as A.-S.
dceg becomes day; the y pointing, as usual, to an
older g. It will come to be admitted some day
that etymologies not based on phonetic laws are of
no particular use. CELER.

THE HOUSES OF JEWISH CONVERTS AT OXFORD
AND LONDON (6lh S. i. 352).—It may interest
your erudite contributor, as well as other students
of the vicissitudes of the " Domu3 Conversorum "
in this country, to peruse Margoliouth's brochure,
VeMges of the Historic Anglo-Hebrews in, East
Anglia, being a paper read before the Royal
Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ire-
land, at the Congress at Bury St. Edmunds in
1869, published by Longmans in 1870.

HISTORICUS.

" A L T R I " (6th S. i. 232, 318).—I have just
found another more explicit mention of the A.-S.
word on which this expression is probably founded.
In Wright's Vocabularies, i. 71, is the gloss,
"Pulpa, lira."' This shows that lira could be
used alone, and it meant just the fleshy part of
the leg. This we tell by the context, since the
accompanying glosses all refer to the leg. Thus,
we have thedh, the thigh; hype, the hip ; ham,
the ham ; cntdw, the knee ; lira, the fleshy part
of the leg, probably of the leg above the knee ;
spcer-lira, the calf, literally the spare (or thinner)
fleshy part; iceanca, the shank; scyne, the shin ;
scin-bdn, the shin-bone ; ancleow, the ancle ; jot,

• the foot; fdl-wylm, the sole ; ta, the toe.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

BOOK-PLATES (6lh S. L 2, 178, 197, 266).—
G. W. D. may like to know that the lust example
which he gives from his interesting collection of
book-plates contains the arms, not of "some
mediaeval monastery," but of the city of Augsburg.
The arms of the see of Augsburg were simply Per
pale gu. and arg.; those of the city were as
G. W. D. describes them, though he omits some
of the tinctures : " Von Roth und Silver die Lange
herab getheilt, mit einem griinen Tann Zapffen,
welcher auf eineru giildenen Postement steht."

JOHN WOODWARD.
Montrose.

ELIAS ASHMOLE, WINDSOR HERALD (6"> S. i.
196).—There are, I believe, only two engraved
portraits of Ashmole :—1. In the frontispiece to
his Fasciculus Chymicus, 1650, 12tno., a copy of

which I have never seen. The engraver's name is
not known. 2. Prefixed to his Theatrum Chymi-
cum Britannicum, 1652, 4to. A bust, engraved
by Faithorne, who, according to Walpole (ed. 1849,
iii. 913), received seven pounds for the plate. This
has been several times copied—four time3, so far as
I know :—1. By M. Vandergucht for Ashmole'a
Antiquities of Btrhhire. 2. By J. Lodge (the
head only) for the Lives of Elias Ashmole and
William Lilly, 1774, 8vo. 3. For Richardson's
Portraits to illustrate Granger, 1792-1812, 4to.
4. For Smith of Leicester Square, the printseller.
A copy of this is in the British Museum Print
Room, but I have not had time to look up the
exact particulars about it.

MONTGOMERY CARMICHAEL.

Evans (Catalogue, vol. i. p. 12) mentions a print
in quarto, and another, " A bust on a pedestal.
Copy of a rare print by Faithorne, from an original
picture, 8vo.f Richardson." ED. MARSHALL.

JOHN HUNTER, SURGEON, 1728-93 (6th S. L 156,
286).—In Anderson's Scottish Nation two dates
are given, both in 1728, viz., February 13, stated'
to be that of the parish register, and July 14,
"according to some accounts." Oettinger's date
would therefore seem to be a misprint. There
remains the difference between the old and new
styles, which, however, would still give no counte-
nance to 1725. NOMAD.

AUTHORS OF BOOKS WANTED (6th S. L 297).—
A poem entitled " Not in the Programme : a Stroller's

Story," was published in one of the monthly magazines,
I believe Tinsleys', bat am not certain, about the end of
the year 1875. It bore the signature " Edwin Coller."

F. TOLE.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (6th S. i.
316).—

" Ah, si vous Eaviez comme on pleure," &c.
From a short poem by Sully Prudhomme, called Uae
Pricre. N. D.

(6"> S. i. 337.)
" For three hundred years and moe," i c .

Th<j Cktlmiford Chronicle, July 27, 1866, bas the fol-
lowing version, stated to have been epoken by, or in the
presence of, Card. Pole, and to be taken from one of the
Harl. MSS. :—
"Si i t Edward's mas-e three hundred yeares and moe

sual quiet bee.
But Sevent Edward's raigne anon restored shall it Be."

See J. Piggot, Jun., in "N. & Q." 3'" S. xi. 35. The foui
lines, as in " N. & Q." 6"" S. i. 337, are said by Dit. P. G
LEE (4ih g. xii. 246) to have been seen by him in US. or
a fly-leaf of a Roman Catholic Book of Devoliom, whicl
he prints as follows :—

" Full three hundred yeares and moe
Edward's masse shall be layd lowe;
Mr'hen seventh Edwarde liim dotlie raigne,
Eixt Edward's masse shall be said agayne."

ED. MARSHALL.
" Behold the man who most hath injured thee ! " &c,
is in Southey's Roderick, the Last of the Ool/^s, part xxiv.
" Roderick and Count Julian." FREDK. RULE.


